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“Transcending Addiction & Distraction 
as a Family!” 



What are the most common addictions  and 
distractions in our culture? 

What are the greatest dangers facing your family 
right now?



THIS IS A HUGE PROBLEM,
YET VERY FEW ARE REALLY DOING ANYTHING 

INTENTIONALLY ABOUT IT.



HUGE PROBLEM
9 hours/day

Girls to social 

media

Boys to video 

games



HUGE PROBLEM
Not if…

When...



3. EXTRAORDINARY PARENTING



Life Preparation is 
MISSING!



“We don’t rise to the 
level of our expectations, 

we fall to the level of our training.”

Archilochus

What training is an absolute MUST?



“If you do not deliberately form good 
habits, then you unconsciously form 

bad ones!”
Albert Gray



WHAT ARE THE CAUSES?

● Too much free time

● Too much screen time

● Too much affluence

● Too much freedom

● Too little challenge

● Too little time outdoors

● Too little engagement

● Too little goals



WHAT ARE THE CAUSES?

“I’ve been working with young adults with depression and anxiety for five 

years now. The professionals I work with in this field consistently warn 

and even beg parents to monitor and limit screen time. I don’t have kids 

yet, so I can’t judge but I’m perplexed. Can some of you parents out 

there shed a little light on why really caring, loving, intelligent, 

responsible parents are allowing their kids to spend hours and hours of 

uninterrupted time on their screens? No judgment, I just want to 

understand this better.”



WHAT ARE THE CAUSES?

BUFFERS



Marriage



SIX CORE HUMAN NEEDS

● Certainty

● Variety

● Significance

● Love/Connection

● Growth

● Contribution

Porn addicts often feel lonely or bored or disconnected or insecure



My Story



What will happen if you don’t take this seriously? 

What will happen if you do?



What is it worth 
to you?



What will you do about it? For them and yourself

“Willing to change their circumstances but unwilling to change themselves. 
They therefore remain bound.” James Allen



What will you do about it?

If you think success is difficult and expensive, 
try failure.



PATTERN INTERRUPTERS



Fixing things that are 
going wrong

Helping things 
go right

PREVENTION IS OUR BEST PROTECTION



When Your Life is 
THAT Full, There’s No 

Room For Junk !



Input Determines Output

“All that a man achieves and all that he fails to
achieve is the direct result of his own thoughts.”

-James Allen



Input Determines Output



Panem et circenses

“Give them bread and circuses 
and they will never revolt.” 

Juvenal



Panem et circenses
“The sad part of humanity seems to be the utter lack of desire, 

in the lives of many, to really do something ... 

A distinguished doctor made the observation that “for the 
great majority of people, the good life is identical with trivial 

entertainment, cheap music, superficial writing, and an 
unending stream of visual trash...”



Bibliotherapy/Scripture



Time and Habit

Diligently Replace Negative Habits With Positive Ones



What changes HAVE to happen in your family? 

How will you make them?



“Casualness leads to casualty.” 
Jim Rohn

Change nothing, and nothing changes.



OTHERS



MENTORS

This is what ensures the other three



MENTORS- For you and them



greg@gregdenning.com

FREE AWESOME STUFF!
1. Morning Rituals
2. Extraordinary Marriage
3. Unique Family Economy
4. Master List of MUST Know
5. Epic Book List

Text ‘EXTRA’ to 57838



“He told me I should never get discouraged, whatever 
difficulties might surround me. If I was sunk in the lowest 

pit of Nova Scotia and all the Rocky Mountains piled on top 
of me, I ought not to be discouraged but hang on, exercise 
faith, and keep up good courage and I should come out on 

the top of the heap at last.”



“Until one is committed, there is hesitancy, the chance to 
draw back, always ineffectiveness. [But]
the moment one definitely commits oneself, then Providence 
moves too. All sorts of things occur to help one that would 
never otherwise have occurred. A whole stream of events 
issues from the decision, raising in one's favour all manner 
of unforeseen incidents and meetings and material 
assistance, which no man could have dreamt would have 
come his way.”


